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Covid-19 vaccine safe for those with food allergies

By Joseph Varghese

The Covid-19 vaccine currently being administered in Qatar is safe for even those with certain food allergies, a top official of the Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) said on Thursday.

Ministry opens talent contest for students with disabilities

U nder the patronage of His Excellency the Minister of Education and Higher Education for Mohamed Abdal Baha Al-Thani, the Ministry of Education and Higher Education (MoEHE) has launched a competition entitled “Unlocked: Talents’ competition for students with disabilities” under the theme of “My Health and Knowledge.”

The competition aims to ameliorate the image of students with disabilities, to highlight their talents and skills, to cooperate with the Ministry of Education and Higher Education in the implementation of “Leading innovative, high quality education initiative” and to increase the opportunities and the chance of students with disabilities to demonstrate their capabilities and talents in various fields and specialties.

The MoEHE has said in a statement: “We have welcomed the recognition and appreciation between countries of the GCC region, the country’s Ministry of Education Affairs has been keen to implement all measures to ensure that students with disabilities have the best environment and means to use the health and knowledge to build their capabilities and achieve their aspirations.”

The MoEHE has said in a statement that: “In a statement issued by the General Staff   General Yasar al-Sabah and Sultan Qaboos bin Said, the two countries thanked each other for the cooperation and partnership between the two countries. The two countries are keen on increasing the joint exercises between pilots of the UK Royal Air Force and Qatar’s Air Force. Gen Carter expressed his appreciation of the success of the ‘Epic Skies’ exercise which was held recently in the presence of the leaders of the two countries. During the phone call, the two ministers discussed the latest developments in the region and stressed the importance of unity among the GCC countries for the strength- ening the unity of ranks and the corporation within the GCC, which is in our ex- pression of ‘Leading innovative, high quality education initiative’.”

The MoEHE meeting in progress.

The Criminal Court sentenced an Asian to a five- year sentence for attempting to smuggle cannabis into Qatar. The accused claimed that the suitcase was not his own, but the court sentenced him to five years in prison.
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By Chief of Staff

The Chief of Staff of Qatar Armed Forces received phone calls from British General (Pilot) Ghanem bin Zeyad Al-Mohammed, Commander of the Joint Qatar-UK Squadron, and his British counterpart, Gen Nick Carter. During the phone call, the two generals discussed the success of the ‘Epic Skies’ exercise which was held recently in the presence of the leaders of the two countries.
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Qatar and Kazakhstan have great potential for cooperation: envoy

The Qatar Embassy in Astana, Kazakhstan, has an important role in promoting cultural and social relations between the two countries. The envoy, Dr. Anas Al-Masri, the Qatari ambassador to Kazakhstan, has expressed his determination to promote and strengthen bilateral relations between Qatar and Kazakhstan.

Dr. Al-Masri explained that both countries have strong economic and trade ties, with the potential for further development in various fields. He highlighted the importance of cooperation in areas such as energy, technology, and education.

The envoy also emphasized the significance of cultural exchange and the promotion of tourism and business opportunities. He expressed his confidence in the continuation of the strategic partnership between the two countries.

Tarsheed marks achievements in promoting rational use of water and electricity

Tarsheed, the energy efficiency and demand management company in Qatar, has marked significant achievements in promoting rational use of water and electricity in the country.

Tarsheed, established by the government of Qatar in 2009, has been instrumental in reducing energy consumption and promoting energy efficiency. The company has implemented various initiatives to encourage the use of renewable energy sources and improve energy efficiency.

The initiatives include the installation of solar photovoltaic systems, the use of energy-efficient appliances, and the implementation of energy-efficient building standards.

Amid these achievements, Tarsheed has played a crucial role in reducing the country's carbon footprint and combating climate change. The company's efforts have contributed to the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and the preservation of the environment.

Omar Red Croissant Socio-cultural Centre (ORCSC) completes second phase of residential project in northern Syria

The Omar Red Croissant Socio-cultural Centre (ORCSC) has completed the second phase of its residential project in northern Syria. The project, which aims to provide housing for displaced families, has been ongoing since 2014.

The second phase of the project was completed in the town of Al-Hosn, located in the northern countryside of Idlib. The project is part of the broader efforts of the Syrian Red Crescent Society (SRCS) to support displaced families in the region.

The completion of the second phase of the project comes as a significant achievement in providing housing solutions for the displaced families in northern Syria.
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Qatar University (QU) has signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with the Institute of Management Accountants (IMA) and Qatar University (QU) will be working together to enhance and advance various programmes for faculty members.

As part of the agreement, IMA has committed to providing CMA scholarships for the top three performing students at QU. These scholarships will be based on academic performance and leadership qualities. QU and IMA will also be working to further build the skills of students and expand their opportunities for professional development.

Dr Omar al-Ansari, vice president for academic affairs at Qatar University, said: “The role of finance and accounting students in the current scenario and the need is counting professionals is seeing an upsurge in the number of students and professionals looking for professional development for educators in the post-pandemic world and are receiving necessary healthcare. We have succeeded in flattening the curve and limiting the spread of the virus and the number of daily cases. We have succeeded in flattening the curve and limiting the spread of the virus and the number of daily cases and hospital admissions is continuing to decline. We are confident that Qatar has identified a stable pattern of cases has started to decline. We are confident that Qatar has identified a stable pattern of cases has started to decline and are receiving necessary healthcare. Our efforts are yielding results in flattening the curve and limiting the spread of the virus and the number of daily cases and hospital admissions is continuing to decline. We are confident that Qatar has identified a stable pattern of cases has started to decline. We are confident that Qatar has identified a stable pattern of cases has started to decline and are receiving necessary healthcare. It’s time for us to turn our focus on reducing the impact of the virus and preparing for the upcoming phase of the pandemic.”

Anyone suffering from Covid-19 symptoms should either contact 10150 before going to the hospital or call the patient’s phone number to arrange for medical attention. The MoPH has urged all residents to continue following the preventive measures and take necessary precautions to help control the spread of the virus.
Call for election re-run in Central African Republic

Kuwait reports 148,015 total Covid recoveries

Israel's Iron Dome missile defence system has hit a new record today as it is tested in the area. The US military said that the system has been tested in a number of locations across the country, including in the skies over the Gulf of Aden and over the Arabian Sea.

The Iron Dome system is designed to intercept short-range missiles and rockets, and is intended to protect Israeli civilians from attacks by Palestinian militants in the Gaza Strip. The system was deployed in 2011 and has been in use ever since.

According to the US military, the Iron Dome system has intercepted more than 1,000 rockets and missiles in the past five years. The system is said to be capable of intercepting a wide range of missiles, including those fired from short-range weapons such as the Katyusha rocket.

The US military has also said that the Iron Dome system is being used to protect Israeli civilians from attacks by Palestinian militants in the Gaza Strip. The system was deployed in 2011 and has been in use ever since.
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Hundreds of workers inside Qatar benefit from the winter bag project

As part of the campaign "Warmth and Peace," Qatar Charity continues to distribute the winter bag to workers in cooperation with Al Khor Municipality, Al Thakhira Youth Center, and Al Khor Club 112. Today, another 112 winter bags will be distributed to Al Khor municipality workers, in addition to organizing an awareness workshop, in cooperation with Hamad Medical Corporation, on winter diseases and ways to prevent them.

The winter bag contains the basic components that the worker needs in the winter season, such as winter clothes and jackets, as it was distributed to cleaners and garden workers in the municipality of Al Khor and Al Thakhira to alleviate the burden of winter cold on them, especially in the early morning and late-night hours.

Social role
Qatar Charity is keen to serve all segments of society, as this project is a kind of solidarity, and it comes as an appreciation for workers in all fields. Especially those who do work whose nature requires them to be in frigid climates in winter.

Decent life
Mr. Saif Al-Shahwani from the Public Parks Department at the Ministry of Municipality and Environment thanked Qatar Charity for its kind initiatives that it had allocated to the workers during the winter period, considering meeting the basic needs of workers, supporting them, and providing a decent life for them.

Mr. Ali Lahdan Al Mohannadi, President of Al Thakhira Youth Center, appreciated Qatar Charity's humanitarian efforts inside and outside Qatar.

Health awareness
The distribution of winter bags is accompanied by medical examinations for workers to help them prevent cold and educate them about their health, and to provide medical instructions on winter diseases, the importance of drinking water during the winter, and educating them on how to prevent Coronavirus, and this is done in cooperation with a private health center.

Qatar Charity had previously distributed 250 winter bags last December to Katara workers within the Traditional Bearings Festival. Many volunteers participated in the distribution, noting that the project aims to distribute 1250 bags to workers.
Top tips for better mental health this winter

By Reema Abdulrahman

M y dear friends, we are in a world of challenges and stressors. How do we cope with the stress and maintain our mental health? Some argue that we should rely on medications or other external factors. But here’s a fact: there are many simple steps we can take to improve our mental health and well-being.

One thing that is often overlooked is the importance of regular physical activity. Exercise has been shown to reduce stress, improve mood, and even boost our cognitive function. But what kind of exercise is best? Let’s explore some of the benefits of different types of exercise and how you can incorporate them into your routine.

1. Walking
Walking is one of the easiest and most accessible forms of exercise. It can be done almost anywhere and at any time. It has been linked to improved mental health, reduced stress, and increased mood.

2. Yoga
Yoga is a form of exercise that combines physical postures, breathing techniques, and meditation. It has been shown to reduce stress, improve mood, and increase physical flexibility.

3. Cardiovascular exercise
Cardiovascular exercise, such as running, swimming, or cycling, has been shown to reduce stress, improve mood, and increase physical fitness.

4. Strength training
Strength training, such as weightlifting or bodyweight exercises, has been shown to reduce stress, improve mood, and increase physical strength.

5. Mindfulness meditation
Mindfulness meditation has been shown to reduce stress, improve mood, and increase mental clarity.

By Hala Bader al-Humaidhi

I’ve been thinking a lot about the importance of memory lately. It’s amazing how much we rely on our memories every day, whether it’s remembering where we parked our car or recalling our favorite memories from childhood.

But memory loss is a common issue that many people face as they age. In fact, it’s estimated that 1 in 6 people over the age of 65 will experience some form of memory loss. So, how can we protect our memories and prevent memory loss?

First and foremost, it’s important to stay active mentally and physically. Exercise has been shown to improve brain function and reduce the risk of memory loss. Activities such as reading, playing music, and engaging in social activities can also help keep your mind sharp.

Another important factor to consider is diet. A healthy diet rich in fruits, vegetables, and lean protein can help promote brain function and reduce the risk of memory loss.

Finally, it’s important to get enough sleep. Sleep is essential for memory consolidation and can help improve cognitive function.

In conclusion, memory loss doesn’t have to be an inevitable part of aging. By staying active mentally and physically, eating a healthy diet, and getting enough sleep, we can help protect our memories and prevent memory loss.
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It’s insurmountable, says Biden amid chaos in US

EU approves second coronavirus vaccine after record single day death toll

Reuters editor-in-chief to retire after decade at helm

Amidst ongoing coronavirus pandemic, EU has approved the second coronavirus vaccine, after a record single day death toll was reported in Europe. The virus has caused over 2 million deaths worldwide, with Europe seeing a peak in deaths over the past week. The approval of the second vaccine brings hope to millions, as countries prepare for mass vaccinations in the coming months.

Democrats seize control of Senate

Amidst the ongoing political chaos in the US, Democrats have seized control of the Senate, following the runoff elections in Georgia. This marks a significant victory for the party, as it will enable them to pass legislation and confirm Biden’s nominees for key positions.

EU approves second coronavirus vaccine after record single day death toll

The European Union has approved the second coronavirus vaccine, following the approval of the first one in December. The vaccine was developed by Oxford University and AstraZeneca and has been approved for use in the EU.

Biden picks Garland for attorney-general

President-elect Joe Biden has announced his nominee for attorney-general, Judge Merrick Garland. Garland is a long-time friend of Biden and has served on the US Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit.

EU in 90 has severe reactions to Pfizer vaccine: US study

A study by the US National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases has found that while the Pfizer vaccine has been highly effective, there have been severe reactions in some cases. The study, which analyzed data from Europe, found that the rates of anaphylaxis for the Pfizer vaccine were higher than for other vaccines.

Biden’s ambitious legislative agenda

Biden’s inauguration is set to take place on January 20th, with the new US president expected to propose a range of ambitious legislative agendas. However, the fate of these proposals will depend on the outcome of the Senate, which is now controlled by the Democrats.
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Punjab CM urges repeal of farm laws to resolve crisis

Suggesting that there was nothing wrong with the demands of the farmers, Punjab Chief Minister Amarinder Singh yesterday urged the prime minister to immediately repeal the farm laws in order to resolve the crisis.

“Highly irresponsible” reports in a section of the media had already implied the new farm laws, the chief minister said. The prime minister had already stated that the new farm laws had been constitutional and had been introduced to correct the grievances of the farmers, he added.

Singh said, “The prime minister should have forwarded our demands to the president, as he is the guardian of the constitution.”

The chief minister said, “The prime minister should have rushed to the president to give the president the letter of the union cabinet and the house for the need to enact the new laws. It is not a matter of two-three days. It cannot be rushed. It is a constitutional and political duty of the president and the prime minister to resolve the farmers’ demands.”

Singh demanded that the prime minister should resolve the crisis at the earliest.

The farmers’ March on January 14 will be the first installment of a six-month-long campaign to resolve the crisis. The protesters will pitch their tents and stay the whole duration of the heavy winter season, a statement of the BKU said.

The Congress is coordinating the farmers’ agitation, in which an estimated 50,000 farmers will participate. The party had planned to launch the campaign on January 14 as ‘Sankalp Diwas’. Withdrawal of the protest will be celebrated as the Lohri festival on January 13 and Makar Sankranti on January 15.

The leaders of the farmers unions demanding the repeal of the three new farm laws and the procure- ment of crops at the Minimum Support Price (MSP) will also celebrate the festival.

The protests, which started on November 26, have already disrupted the farming sector in several states. The farmers have been demanding the withdrawal of the new farm laws that were enacted on September 20.


The government has been trying to convince the farmers that the laws are in their interest, but the farmers have been demanding the withdrawal of the laws.

At least 10 states have extended the lockdown to contain the spread of COVID-19, which has led to a significant drop in demand for agricultural products.

The government has been trying to convince the farmers that the laws are in their interest, but the farmers have been demanding the withdrawal of the laws.

ED summons Raut’s wife in fraud case

T he Enforcement Directorate (ED) on Tuesday summoned Durgambhini Raut, wife of Shiv Sena Rajya Sabha MP Sanjay Raut, and arrested her on charges of alleged irregularities in a fraud case.

As per reports, the crime was committed when the Sena chief’s wife, who is also an accountant of the bank, received a Rs 12 lakh-interest free loan transferred to her account in 2010 and 2011 respectively, according to ED sources.

A warrant had been issued by her business partner Madhuri Bhoia, who is the director of the bank.

In 2012, the bank had issued a letter to the ED, stating that she had not appeared and had not sent any money. The Enforcement Directorate had also prepared a charge sheet against her.

The two multi-disciplinary teams comprising experts from the National Expert Group on Vaccination and the Public Health Intervention and Control Wing of the ministry have also been deployed to the state.

The two teams have been deployed to the state to oversee the implementation of the vaccination drive in the country.

The vaccination drive, which started on January 16, has been rolled out from January 13. The government has planned to administer 100 million doses in the first two weeks of the drive.

According to the government, 60 million doses of the Covid-19 vaccine have been administered so far. The government has also planned to administer 100 million doses in the second two weeks of the drive.
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It’s not too late to do something about it. We can help prevent future pandemics.

The pandemic that brought the world to its knees was widely sparked by the human penchant for eating the flesh of other animals. It’s clear that the novel coronavirus originated in a wet market. Wet markets are horrifically cruel places, where living things are selected to become someone’s dinner. It’s hard to imagine a better breeding ground for disease than these blood- and faeces-soaked dens. Our taste for flesh came back to us when we packed together in packed markets and then spread across the world with the coronavirus by the thousands and hundreds. Vulnerable workers were declared essential, and required to keep killing animals, even as it was killing them and their families.

Covid-19 is now the number one killer in the US, surpassing even the previous holder of that dubious distinction, heart disease. Assuming that we can get Covid-19 under control this year, heart disease will return to the top spot. But is that really something to celebrate? This ainda, too, is linked to consumption of animals. Meat, fish, and poultry are loaded with cholesterol and saturated fat, which cause the arterial plaque buildup that can lead to heart disease.

Thinking that animals are ours to eat isn’t just harming human health, it’s also punishing the planet. The recent-breaking wildfires that devastated Australia, the Amazon rainforest and the US West Coast are all also collateral damage from specism. Eating animals is a cause of greenhouse gas emissions and deforestation and droughts, all of which contribute to catastrophic wildfires. Specism is therefore the root cause of the problems we are facing. And if we solve the problems we are facing, we can solve 90% of our greatest challenges.

We need to rethink Africa’s transport systems. In the 1960s, urban planners and transport experts thought that we would see a future characterized by mass transit and mass mobility. But the bus drivers, some of whom are actively in the van and motorcycle transport sector, would tell you that we are succeeding in making public transport use increasing, and that we are succeeding in making public transport use increasing, and are shackled upside down by the legs and sometimes even the necks of animals. W e should start with changing the way we think about things. We need to be looking at alternatives, each of us can choose, right now, to change things.

W ar is over/ Now. It’s a reminder that, as bad as things may seem, there is always hope. 2021 is brighter: Let’s do more than just hope. Let’s do more than just hope. Let’s do more than just hope. Let’s do more than just hope and keep fighting for our future.

Mohamed Hegazy

#GULF TIMES
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**PM exhorts Hazaras to bury bodies, vows visit ‘very soon’**

Pine Minister Imran Khan has exhorted the people of the Hazarajat and the whole of Pakistan to bury the miners’ bodies in the Hazarajat and to visit the Hazarajat very soon, according to a statement released by the Prime Minister’s Office.

The Prime Minister made the statement while speaking to the Hazaras and the people of the Hazarajat earlier today.

The Prime Minister also said that the Hazara community should come together and create a platform where the people of the Hazarajat can express their grievances and problems.

The Prime Minister also added that the government is ready to listen to the problems of the Hazaras and to provide all possible help to the Hazara community.

The Prime Minister also reiterated that the government will continue to provide all possible help to the Hazara community and to ensure that the Hazaras are given all the rights and privileges that are due to them.
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Visit Qatar promotes domestic tourism through social media

V ist Qatar, the official social media tourism tool launched in 2017, has received positive feedback from various stakeholders and has been recognized as an innovative approach to promoting Qatar’s tourism assets through social media. The account aims to engage with the public by showcasing Qatar’s unique landscapes, culture, and experiences, with all the health and safety measures in place.

With over 50,000 acres of open green space at the heart of Qatar, Al Bidda park offers open green spaces and experiences, with all the health and safety measures in place. The park features various locations that provide a diverse range of outdoor activities, as well as various locations that cater to different tastes and experiences, influenced from all around the globe. Qatar is showcasing its best local and international artists to promote the Qatar-US Year of Culture, an initiative of the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani, in cooperation with UNCTAD and UNESCO.

GCC members support a state-of-the-art stadium for the 2022 World Cup. The Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) congratulates all the Gulf countries for their commitment to supporting a state-of-the-art facility for the 2022 World Cup. The 41st GCC Summit in Al-Ula, Saudi Arabia, last year, marked the end of the summit and the beginning of the new era of stability and prosperity in the Gulf. The meeting was attended by the leaders of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) member states.

FIFA president Gianni Infantino said: “During our discussions at the summit, the leaders of the GCC member states and I agreed that the preparations for the 2022 FIFA World Cup in Qatar will continue to grow and develop. The game will continue to unite and shine on the global stage.”

The Mal Lawal auction will take place on Jan 10. Among the other notable items from the upcoming auction are the statue of the primary school of Al Dafna Boys School for 1972–1973, issued by the Qatar and Dubai Chambers of Commerce, on winter awareness workshop, in collaboration with the National Museum of Qatar. The auction will include 122 lots of history, architecture, art, and culture, including historic and archaeological items from the past, such as the antique Philips television with wooden cabinet from the '60s, a luxurious necklace made of gold and a brass medallion of Shahid. The items were donated to Qatar Charity.

The Ministry of Municipality and Environment (MME) in cooperation with the Workers' Social and Cultural Affairs as well as the Ministry of Labor, have launched a campaign to raise awareness among workers of Qatar and the Arab world, a unique campaign to raise awareness of the importance of health, cultural and sports activities in the workplace. Qatar Charity continues to distribute winter bags to workers, in cooperation with the Ministry of Labor, Qatar Charity has also projected pictures of historic landmarks and icons of Qatar's past during this winter season, and has been featuring local and international artists to promote the Qatar-US Year of Culture, an initiative of the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani.

Qatar Charity has also projected pictures of historic landmarks and icons of Qatar's past during this winter season, and has been featuring local and international artists to promote the Qatar-US Year of Culture, an initiative of the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani. Qatar Charity is keen to ensure all segments of society, as this project is a kind of solidarity, and it conveys an appreciation for workers in all fields, especially those whose work requires them to be in high-temperature work. It also aims, through this project, to raise the principles of giving and charity by providing winter clothing to workers, the participation of community members in distributing winter bags and sending messages of encouragement and support to workers in various sectors, including the health, cultural and sports programs for workers, while also ensuring that the beneficiaries of its humanitarian services within the country are the low-income groups.

FIFA president Gianni Infantino has welcomed the signing of a historic declaration between the member states of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), on Tuesday, at the 2020 GCC summit in Al-Ula, Saudi Arabia.

The warm bag contains the basic components that the worker needs in the winter season, to alleviate the burden of cold weather on them, especially in the early morning hours. Workers in the construction sector, the health sector, and the labor and driving license issued by Qatar in 1965. Al Bahie advised those interested in bidding from the sale to register ahead of time for the auction.

The auction is free to attend and open to everyone. The auction is free to attend and open to everyone. Participation in the auction is by registration only.
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